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The word fabricate is variously defined as to make or create, to construct by combining or assemblingvari
ous parts, or to make up for the purpose of deception. The title of this exhibition, Fabrications,deliberately
connotes something of each of these meanings.The exhibition's intent is to offer an appraisal of contem
porary architectural practice by highlighting the unique physical properties of the art form—the material,
spatial, and tectonic qualities that are its defining attributes. Departing from the customary reliance upon
models, plans, drawings, and photographsto tell the story of architecture, the exhibition presentsfullscale, site-specific installations, taking its premise (as well as its name) from the generative force of built
form itself.
This is a somewhat unusual format for the presentation of architecture in museums,but one that we
hope will effectively and powerfully illuminate the place of architecture and design within contemporary
cultural expression.Architecture may well begin with theory, ideas, drawings, and models, but its ultimate
iteration is the making of our physical environment. The installations in the show, designed by twelve dif
ferent architectural teams, strive to find the art within that effort: to reflect that manner of building that
makesus aware of our place and that opens our eyes to things that usually escapeour notice. This is
architecture rooted in a specific experienceof space, in material, and in an understanding of physical
forces.
Despite its appearanceat multiple venues, Fabricationsis not a traveling exhibition. It is a collaborative
presentation taking place simultaneously at three different institutions, each of which has a longtime com
mitment to architecture and design programs.The starting point for the three organizing curators was the
commissioningof new work that visitors could experienceat full scale. Given the considerablespatial and
financial requirementsof such an endeavor,however,they decided to pursue a quasi-virtual approach: each
institution would feature four full-scale projects centered around a specific theme, while the other eight
would be captured on video and in the single catalogue that servesall three venues.
By "experiencing" all twelve constructed spacesin three different sites, the visitor to a single venue can
perceive the ways in which architecture respondsto other institutional and physical frameworks—how the
requirementsof a particular place shape the design. The sharply contrasting situations offered by the three
venues create a complex set of relationships, not only among the twelve pieces but also between each
installation and its broader context, including other artworks on view in adjacent galleries and even the
contrasting architecture of the respective museumbuildings. Theseconstructed "fabrications" are thus
meant to reveal the inherent and essential characteristics of architecture as physical manifestation, bring
ing tactile, material, and structural componentsto the fore. Fabricationsdoes not so much ignore theory as
tether it to tangible construct.
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The complicated organization of the exhibition has been much like a collage, made up of independent
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fragments forming a whole that gains strength from its various elements. Naturally, we hope that visitors
will have a chanceto fully engagethe complete project by visiting all three venues. Short of this, we trust
that this catalogue—with an introduction by architect, historian, and theorist Pat Morton; essaysby the
three curators; and illustrations of the work of the participating architects—gives coherenceto the under
taking, together with the video overviewsdocumenting the installations that appear at each museum.
We are deeply indebted to the three curators who brought Fabricationsto fruition: Mark Robbins,curator
of architecture at the WexnerCenterfor the Arts, The Ohio State University, Columbus;TerenceRiley, chief
curator in the Departmentof Architecture at The Museumof ModernArt, NewYork; and Aaron Betsky, cura
tor of architecture and design at the San FranciscoMuseumof ModernArt. Their vital partnership has been
the primary and essential force behind realizing this ambitious project.
Fabricationsrequired the creativity, intelligence, good humor, and commitment of twelve exceptional
architectural teams: Hodgetts + Fung DesignAssociates;Kennedy& Violich Architecture; kuth/ranieri;
Mockbee/CokerArchitects; Eric Owen MossArchitects; Munkenbeck+ MarshallArchitects; Office dA; Patkau
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Architects; Rob Wellington Quigley, FAIA; Stanley Saitowitz Office; Smith-Miller + FlawkinsonArchitects;
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and TENArquitectos with Guy Nordenson.Wethank the architects for their energy, dedication, and enthusi
astic spirit of collaboration throughout the many phasesof this project. Numerousindividuals and
organizations assisted the architect teams in planning and building the Fabricationsinstallations, and we
have recognizedthem on a separate page at the end of this publication.
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This volume was producedby the San FranciscoMuseumof ModernArt under the direction of Kara Kirk,
SFMOMA
director of publications and graphic design, and AlexandraChappell,SFMOMA
publications assis
tant. Lorraine Wild brought her exceptional skills to bear on its design; she was assisted by Amanda
Washburnand Ninotchka Regets.KarenJacobson served as the publication's most capable editor.
Numerousstaff membersat the three participating institutions contributed their time and talents to the
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realization of Fabrications.At the WexnerCenterfor the Arts, we thank David Bamber,exhibition designer;
Ann Bremner,editor; Jill Davis, exhibitions coordinator; ChrisJones, senior graphic designer; Kathleen
Kopp, associate registrar; Patrick McCusker,associatedirector for public affairs; GretchenMetzelaars,direc
tor of administration; Krista Morelli, grants manager;Sarah Rogers,director of exhibitions; and Patricia
Trumps,director of education. Specialthanks go to William A. Prince, curatorial assistant, for his dedicated
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work on every phase of this project.
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Cocordas,associate coordinator, Exhibition Program;Monika Dillon, director, Major Gifts, Development;
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At The Museumof ModernArt, NewYork, we thank Harriet Bee, managingeditor, Publications; Eleni

NancyKranz, manager,Promotion and Special Services,Publications; Vincent Magorrian,director, Building
Operations;Michael Margititch, deputy director for development; Libby Mark, press representative,
Communications;Jerome Neuner,director of exhibition design and production; Curbie Oestreich,assistant
to the chief curator, Architecture and Design;Jennifer Russell,deputy director for exhibitions and collec
tion support; Kate Shoemaker,intern, Office of the Director; Makiko Ushiba, graphic designer,Graphics;
Emily Waters,acting director, Graphics.Additional thanks are due to curatorial consultants Cristian
Sabellarosaand Astrid Perlbinder.
At the San FranciscoMuseumof ModernArt, we thank Olga Charyshyn,associate registrar; Kerry Dixon,
curatorial assistant; Sarah Emmer,former secretaryfor the Departmentof Architecture and Design;Jay
Finney, director of marketing and communications;Jeremy Fong, former assistant registrar; Tina Garfinkel,
head registrar; Libby Garrison, public relations associate; BarbaraLevine, exhibitions manager;Bonnie
Levinson, deputy director for external affairs; Kent Roberts,installation manager;Rico Solinas, museum
technician; Jill Sterrett, conservator; MarceleneTrujillo, exhibitions assistant. We would also like to offer
special appreciation to former SFMOMA
director John R. Lane, who was an early advocate of this project.
We are extremely grateful to the donors whose generoussponsorshipmadethis publication possible: the
ContemporaryExhibition Fund of The Museumof ModernArt, NewYork, established with gifts from Lily
Auchincloss,Agnes Gund and Daniel Shapiro, and Jo Caroleand Ronald S. Lauder.Additional support was
provided by the GrahamFoundationfor AdvancedStudies in the Fine Arts.
The WexnerCenterfor the Arts presentation—Fabrications:Full Scale—was made possible by the Pizzuti
Family Foundation and the Fund for Architecture and Design Programs,created through the leadership of
The Limited, Inc. Real Estate Division. Additional support was provided by the Ohio Arts Council and the
WexnerCenter Foundation. Promotional support was provided by WBNS-TV.
The Museumof ModernArt, NewYork, presentation—Fabrications:The TectonicGarden—was made possi
ble by the ContemporaryExhibition Fund of The Museumof ModernArt, NewYork, established with gifts
from Lily Auchincloss,Agnes Gund and Daniel Shapiro, and Jo Caroleand Ronald S. Lauder.Additional sup
port was provided by New Line Cinemaand the ContemporaryArts Council of The Museumof ModernArt,
NewYork.
The San FranciscoMuseumof ModernArt presentation—Fabrications:Bodybuitdings—was made possible
in part by Grantsfor the Arts/San FranciscoHotel Tax Fund and the SFMOMAMuseumFund.
We would also like to acknowledgeour collaborators at the Museud'Art Contemporanide Barcelona
(MACBA),particularly Xavier Costa, curator of architecture, for making Fabricationsan international venture.
MACBAhas commissionedfour Europeanarchitectural teams to create site-specific constructions in the

PLagadels Angels, a public squarefacing the museum:Inaki Abalos and Juan Herrerosof Abalos & Herreros,
Madrid; Winy Mass,Jacob van Rijs, and Nathalie de Vries of MVRDV,Rotterdam; Florian Riegler and Roger
Rieweof Riegler RieweArchitects, Graz,Austria; and Vicente Guallart of Vicente Guallart Arquitecto,
Barcelona.Video documentation of this project, which occurs simultaneously with the U.S. presentation, is
included in the exhibition.
Fabricationsprovides a new model for museumexhibitions engagedwith the issues of our time. The
increasing convergenceof social, economic, cultural, and technological worlds has resulted in the emer
gence of hybrids of all kinds. Fabricationsis only one experiment among many, but we hope that it will
inspire other innovative attempts to bridge artistic, geographic, and institutional boundaries.
Sherri Geldin

Glenn D. Lowry

Lori Fogarty

Director

Director

Deputy Director,
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Columbus
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New York

Art,
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of Modern
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Preface
The exhibition of architecture within galleries and museumshas, with notable exceptions, generally
been accomplishedthrough the presentation of models, drawings, and photographs: analoguesfor the real
thing. In order to elude this limitation (after all, one wouldn't be satisfied with being shown a snapshot
of a painting), the twelve teams of architects in Fabricationswere askedto build at full scale within the
museum.The curatorial intention was to make architecture that could be experienceddirectly, without
translation into miniature or two dimensions.Fabricationsis on view simultaneouslyin NewYork, San
Francisco,and Columbus,with four commissionedarchitectural projects at each venue.
The concept for the exhibition grew out of a desire for a collaborative project. Given the logistics
of producing and moving pieces at the scale of buildings, we decided early on to commissiondifferent
architectural installations for each site but to link the showsthrough the overarchingtheme of fabrica
tion, with its dual meaning of both construction and the production of artifice. The geographically
remote venues would then be connected by a virtual link.
The idea behind Fabricationswas to bring architecture to the center, to makethe processes
of architecture manifest, to makevisible the tectonic and, perhaps, social and economic forces that
contribute to its production. The exhibition may be seen as a modern variation on the Beaux-Artshalls
in which nineteenth-century students once contemplated plaster columns and cast facadesas part of
their study of architecture. The works in Fabrications,however,are not reproductionsof preexisting build
ings, nor are they historical fragments. They are new pieces built for view in a gallery space and with
a didactic focus on both the actual production and the conceptual underpinnings of architecture.
Designedby some of our most innovative architects, these pieces reflect a diversity of concernsin
contemporarypractice, communicatedthrough the languageof architecture. Designerswere encouraged
to engagethe viewer directly in some physical relation to the built work. Although the objects they
producedmay have affinities with sculpture, the designersused this exerciseto explore space,inhabita
tion, and the material properties of architecture.
The architect-designerswere selected to showcaseemerging and more established forces in the design
field. Following a strategy similar to that of the modernist shows presentedat NewYork's Museum
of ModernArt in the 1930s or of Arts and Architecture magazine'sCaseStudy Flouseprogram (1945-66),
we identified a group of architects who we believe are likely to influence future thinking about archi
tectural practice and form. The selection of the architects was a collaborative effort on the part of the
three curators, although each monitored and coordinated four specific projects.
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A mix of curatorial approacheswas consideredin the framing of the entire project and within each
institution in order to ensurethat we addresseda cross-sectionof issues. In the final presentation there
is a diverse aggregation of work. Certain projects emphasizematerials, such as masonry,steel, ice, or
fabric. Others develop an assemblyor construction prototype or explore the impact of current and future
technologies on building or the use of off-the-shelf materials. To varying degrees,all explore architec
tural production and, with more or less specificity, the relationship between building and the body.
The pieces respondat different levels to the particularities of site—both the individual galleries in which
they are installed and the museumenvirons. The exhibition as a whole might be thought of as a sort
of exquisite corpse made up of divergent forms joined by a common structure. The outcome is still a body,
but one in which unexpectedand provocative links are the rule.
Mark Robbins

TerenceRiley
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The perceiving mind is an incarnated body.

1

MAURICEMERLEAU-PONTY

The Two Halves of the Oranqe^ —
FABRICATIONSADDRESSESISSUES OF ARCHITECTURE
S MATERIALITY the corporeal experience

Pat Morton

of architecture, and tectonics (the relation of construction to decoration), through "full-scale" architectural
works. The term full-scale implies that these pieces are not "real" architecture, but are museummodels,
fragments that stand in for something that exists or will exist elsewherein a more complete form. In fact,
these works stand alone as full-fledged architecture, with developedsite and constructional strategies
1
MauriceMerleau-Ponty,ThePrimacyof Perception(Evanston,III.: Northwestern
UniversityPress,1963), 3. I would like to thank AmeliaJonesfor introducing
me to Merleau-Ponty's
phenomenological
theory of the chiasm.

that can be experiencedby the spectator in real time and space.The spatial and constructional aspects
of architecture form a locus of Fabrications, particularly as they relate to tectonics, the museumas site,
and the human body.
Contemporaryarchitectural practice embracesmultiple theories regarding tectonics, including two
significant schools of thought that DeborahFauschhas characterizedas the "architecture of making"
and the "architecture of pure form." The first school valorizes materiality and craft in architecture, while
the second basesitself in formal method. Theseapparently opposedtheories of architectural tectonics,
according to Fausch,are exemplified by Mario Botta, in the "making" faction, and Peter Eisenman,on

2

the "pure form" side. Thesetwo poles of discourseaddressthe split formulated in the nineteenth century
DeborahFausch,"The Oppositionsof PostmodernTectonics,"ANY,
no. 14 (1996): 49, 57.

by the Germantheorist Karl Botticher, who posited a distinction between structure and ornament in archi
tecture, between what bears load and what expressesmeaning, which he extended into an opposition

3

between ontology and representation. As Fauschdemonstrates,the terms and presuppositionsof each
Mitchell Schwarzer,"Ontologyand Representationin Karl Botticheris
Theoryof Tectonics,"Journalof the Societyof ArchitecturalHistorians52
(September1993): 273.

apparently antithetical position are based on the problem of architecture as representation, a shared
inheritance from nineteenth-century tectonic theory, and both equally insist on presenceas an essential
element of architecture.
The key concepts of tectonics and presence,the "real" or material aspect of architecture, are raised
by the very sites of Fabrications.Botta, champion of a tectonics of making, designedthe San Francisco
Museumof ModernArt, while Eisenman'sWexnerCenter representsa tectonics of pure form. The Museum
of ModernArt in NewYork presentsanother context: the human-madenature of the Abby Aldrich Rockefeller
Sculpture Garden,a different type of constructed space.The installations therefore interrogate the prob
lematic of postmoderntectonics, the seeming opposition between materiality and the free play of form,
in direct dialogue with these museumsites. The San Franciscoteams, employing a rotating design method,
have created installations that dismantle and appropriate particular physical elements of Botta's museum
in order to representfour states of the body. Eisenman'sstrong, intrusive forms provide the foil for sitespecific pieces that confront the tangible space and construction of the WexnerCenterand generate new
presenceswithin it. In NewYork the neo-Miesiantectonics of Philip Johnson's East Wing curtain wall
and the history of the sculpture garden provide literal and virtual contexts for works exploring the tectonics
13

of transparencyand mass,permanenceand ephemerality. Providing an alternative to dumb building and
paper architecture, seemingly the only options for the last twenty years, the Fabricationsarchitects pursue
a simultaneously critical and tangible tectonics. Rather than espousinga tectonics of ontological truth
or autonomousform, the works at all three sites initiate a critical conversation with their contexts, which
investigates representation and architecture's objecthood.
The installations also grapple with the human body's relation to the body of architecture and to archi
tecture as a body. Architecture as a material presenceinteracts with its inhabitants and usersin a complex,
reciprocal association. Fabricationselucidates problemsregarding the ontological status of architecture
vis-a-vis the incarnated human subject and the material world and raises critical questions concerning their
interrelation. Is this relation purely a connection between an animate subject and an inanimate object?
Is this a coercive relation, one in which architecture (and the architect) dominates the body or the body
enforcesits imperatives on architecture?
The works of the FrenchphenomenologistMauriceMerleau-Pontyprovide a framework in which
to comprehendthe embodied mind in and of the world. In contradistinction to the classic mind-body
split of Kantian metaphysics,Merleau-Pontytheorized an inextricable link between the mind and
the body and between the incarnated subject and the world of matter. This bond connects the toucher
and the touched, the seer and the seen, within an order of reciprocity.
Between

the exploration

relationship

by principle,

This can happen
hand,
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are recorded

as the two halves of an orange.

Our actions and experiencesas corporeal beings generate knowledgeof the world, alter the world,
and implicate us in the world as part of an intertwined system. The reciprocal relation between the body
and the world, as Merleau-Pontyindicates, is characterizedby their intertwining, the crisscrossing
of touching and being touched.
The body is both the mediator between the mind and the world of things and a thing itself: "Is my
body a thing, is it an idea? It is neither, being the measurantof the things." The body is a fabric "into
which all things are woven, and it is, at least in relation to the perceivedworld, the general instrument
of my 'comprehension.'"Thereis, according to Merleau-Ponty,a pact between the body and things, such
that one "lends" ones body to things and receives,in turn, a world in which to exist as an incarnated
14

4
MauriceMerleau-Ponty,
"The Chiasm—
the Intertwining," in TheVisible
and the Invisible, ed. ClaudeLefort, trans. AlphonsoLingis (Evanston,III.:
NorthwesternUniversityPress,1968), 133.

5

6

being. This "loan" creates a "close-bound system" of the touched and the touching, the visible and the
Ibid., 152; MauriceMerleau-Ponty,ThePhenomenology
of Perception,
trans. Colin Smith (London;Routledgeand Paul, 1962), 235; idem,
"The Chiasm
—the Intertwining," 146.

6
"As Merleau-Pontyin particular has shown,the I that constitutesthe world comesup
against a spherein which it is by its own flesh implicated; it is implicatedin
what it otherwisewould haveconstituted and so is implicated in the world. But it is
presentin the world as it is presentin its own body,an intimate incarnationwhich no
longer purely and simply displaysthe exteriority of an object" (EmmanuelLevinas,
"Ethics as First Philosophy,"trans. SeanHandand MichaelTemple,in TheLevinasReader,
ed. SeanHand[Oxfordand Cambridge,Mass.:Blackwell,1989], 79).

7

8

0

EmmanuelLevinas,"Substitution," trans. AlphonsoLingis, in ibid., Ill,

7
121 n. 11.

seeing, through the interaction and interdependenceof the body and things. The mutual relationship
between the hand that touches and is touched, between the body as a thing and the perceivedworld,
forms the moment of chiasm, or intertwining.
EmmanuelLevinas, philosopher of the ethical, extended Merleau-Ponty'stheory of the body, positing
embodiment as the necessarycondition for an ethical relation between the self and the other. For Levinas,
the body's corporeality overcomesthe imperialism of the ego: "The body is neither an obstacle opposedto
the soul, nor a tomb that imprisons it, but that by which the self is susceptibility itself. Incarnation is...
to be exposedto sickness,suffering, death, is to be exposedto compassion,and, as a self, to the gift that
costs." The self is saved from pure solitude and egoism by being incarnated and susceptible to suffering
and pain. In Levinas'saccount the self cannot be detached and sufficient in the experienceof physical
pain and, therefore, becomesa compassionatebeing by reason of its corporeality. While in moral pain, one
can preservean attitude of dignity and compunction, and consequentlyalready be free; physical suffering

8
EmmanuelLevinas,"Time and the Other,"trans. RichardA. Cohen,in ibid., 39.

in all its degreesentails the impossibility of detaching oneself from the instant of existence. The physical,
corporeal existence of the subject, and its accompanyingexperiences,removesthe subject from pure
self-absorption into the everydayworld.
architecture.

AS part

OF the everyday

world

is a set of things with a particular cultural

status and a complex relationship to the human body. The relation of the subject to architecture is both
tactile and visual, formed by the chiasm of touching and being touched, seeing and being seen. The expe
rience of architecture as space and object, according to Merleau-Ponty,brings the body into a privileged
position in perception: "Our body is not in space like things; it inhabits or haunts space. It applies itself
to space like a hand to an instrument, and when we wish to move about we do not move the body as we
move an object. We transport it without instruments... since it is ours and because,through it, we have
accessto space." Movementand the chiasm producea simultaneous comprehensionof architecture, space,
and the body. The body is the instrument for accessingthe spatial and tangible world and the animating
force within space. Elizabeth Grosznotes that Merleau-Pontyunderstandsspace as a relationship between a
series of objectively located points and a central perspective, which "has no other location than that given
9
Merleau-Ponty,
Primacyof Perception,5; ElizabethGrosz,VolatileBodies:Toward
a Corporeal
Feminism(Bloomingtonand Indianapolis:Indiana UniversityPress,1994),
90; Levinas,"Substitution," 104; DonnaHaraway,"A CyborgManifesto:Science,
Technology,and Socialist-Feminism
in the LateTwentiethCentury,"in Simians,Cyborgs,
and Women:TheReinventionof Nature(NewYork:Routledge,1991), 180.

by the body." For Levinas,incarnation, or "being-in-one's-skin," gives us a dynamic and ethical mode of
being in the world, one that allows us to conceive our relation to the world. In a parallel construction,
Donna Harawaytakes up the feminist slogan "our bodies, ourselves" as an indicator of the degreeto which
our bodies are maps of power and identity, the meansby which we understand ourselvesin the world.

10

11

Architecture is like an instrument to the hand, a part of the chiasm, a place of the intertwining
between the embodied subject and the world. As Walter Benjamin noted in "The Work of Art in the Age
of MechanicalReproduction," architecture is perceivedthrough visual and tactile meansof apprehension,
through use and habit, rather than the intellectualization of contemplation. In an earlier work, "One Way
Street," Benjamin had already evoked a distinction between the initial auratic perception of architecture

10
WalterBenjamin,"The Workof Art in the Ageof MechanicalReproduction,"
in Illuminations, trans. HarryZohn (NewYork:ShockenBooks,1969).

and our subsequentexperienceof it. "What makesthe very first glimpse of a village, a town, in the land
scape so incomparableand irretrievable is the rigorous connection between foreground and distance.
Habit has not yet done its work. As soon as we find our bearings, the landscapevanishes at a stroke like
the fagadeof a house as we enter it — Oncewe begin to find our way about, that earliest picture can never
be restored." The "distracted state" of habit, through which architecture is grasped,eliminates auratic
distancing and demythifies reality, according to Benjamin, by breaking down the distant view of things.
In their stead a familiar and tactile perceptiontakes place,the comprehension
of the everydayand the material.
The experienceof Fabricationsis not habitual or "everyday" becauseof its site, the museum.Within the
museumenvironment, architecture often participates in the culture of imagesand sponsorsa distancedmode
of its apprehension.It participates in the "imperialism of the ego" insofar as the architect's intentions are
privileged by architectural discourseand its effects are attributed exclusivelyto the architect's agency.Freezing
the instant of architecture to its moment of (alleged) conception or into auratic objects excludesthe complex
psychicand corporealinteraction betweenarchitectural object and perceiving subject. Architecture evadesthe
status of a pure image to the degreethat it engagesthe embodied spectator, by virtue of the chiasm.
The works in Fabricationsdo not fit Benjamin's conception of art as a static entity inasmuch as they
blur the boundariesbetween "art" and "architecture" as separate practices. They consist of an architecture
that producesand is produced by the body and its relationship to architectural tectonics, not through
the domineering relationship between an ego and inert matter, nor through the determinism of program
and form. In the "look, but don't touch" environment of the museum,Fabricationstransgressesartistic
aura and evadesthe artwork's temporal fossilization by presenting "full-scale" works that interact with
the spectators' bodies, while differentiating themselvesfrom their contexts.
The works in Fabricationsappeal to the chiasmatic relation of the spectator to the architectural object
by meansof their own bodily presence.The fabrications inhabit and haunt the museumspace, producing
new spatial configurations and multiplying the intertwining of human and architectural bodies. The
confrontation between the museum'sarchitecture, yet another body, and the new fabrications spawns
new intertwining. As inventions, lies, and manufacturedthings, these fabrications tell no heroic tales,
but articulate the everydayinterstices of the chiasm.

11
WalterBenjamin,"OneWayStreet," in OneWayStreetand OtherWritings,
trans. EdmundJephcott and KingsleyShorter(London:NewLeft Books,1979), 78.
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Bodyb uildings: Toward a Hybrid Order of A

rchitecture
Aaron Betsky

r ABDICATIONSIS AN EXHIBITION ABOUT MAKING THINGS CLEAR. It presentsarchitecture as a
structure that condensesa confusing physical world into a compound object. The composition of that con
struction clarifies how our environment works, what it is made up of, and how we can be at home in it. It
does so not in the manner of a science experiment, but by building fragments whose composition, shape,
and materials are so exaggerated,allusive, and articulated that they clarify something that is inherent to
the act of construction: the fact that by making a shelter, a frame, or a defined place for ourselves,we are
in essencebuilding a second, fabricated version of ourselves.
Whenthe four teams assignedto the San Franciscovenue of this exhibition— Craig Hodgetts and HsinMing Fung (Hodgetts + Fung DesignAssociates),Sheila Kennedyand FranoViolich (Kennedy& Violich
Architecture), Byron Kuth and Elizabeth Ranieri (kuth/ranieri), and Rob Wellington Quigley (Rob Wellington
Quigley, FAIA)—first met with me, in August 1996, we all agreed that the human body should be the focal
point of their investigations. This is not a new idea. There has been a long tradition of reading architecture
in terms of the human body—from the Renaissanceconceit that the classical orders representedthe pro
portions of that body; through the Enlightenment use of the simile of the man or woman with arms, heart,
lungs, and musclesto guide designersin making buildings and urban plans; to the twentieth-century
notion of architecture as an organism working according to rules inherent in its internal construction.
We can see buildings, in other words, as versions of our bodies. They can act as scale models, maps, or
a kind of three-dimensional mirror that, like the flat glass kind, gives back a version of who we are to our
view, so that we can inspect, judge, and perhapscomposeourselves.Thereis, however,one respect in
which a building can never be an accurate mirror of the human body: architecture is a construction, not a
biological organism that grows by itself. It is something that we gather together from pieces that exist
outside us, in the world around us. Thereis thus an essential difference between the sticks and stones of
buildings and our bodies.
This points to a wider difference between buildings and our bodies. Buildings may be our second skins
and may take over many tasks of our body, but it is exactly this transferal that transforms what is essen
tially human into an artifice or human-madeobject. We begin to realize that we act in the world through
technology and can be at home in it only by using all the tools modern society has given us. Buildings
may not mirror us. They may instead replace us.
This is not necessarilya negative process.Througharchitecture we extend our bodies out into the world
around us. Buildings enlargeour physicalskins with their own fagades,extend the capacity of our lungs with
air-conditioning, and allow us to inhabit spacesour feet and handswould never be able to reach. By clothing
ourselvesin architecture, we may surrendersomeof our autonomy,but we also give ourselvesnew powers.
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If buildings can be constructed versions of us, both as mirrors of our bodies and extensions or
replacementsof those corporeal selves, they can make us more aware, by contrast, of the stuff of which we
are made. By seeing both the similarities and the differences between our buildings and our bodies, we
can define what makesus human.
Most of the time, however,the mirror of architecture is rather dark. Wefind ourselveslooking at white
walls and dropped ceilings. The seamsbetween pieces hide under layers of paint. The systemsthat make
a building work—the plumbing, air-conditioning, electrical wires—lurk even farther behind the walls
we see. That is becausemost buildings are not constructed to be mirrors. They are designedand built and
used for specific tasks, and they try not to trouble us with weightier issues.
The task of the architect in this exhibition is to mirror our bodies not by default—by designing a
building intended for a particular use, like a home or an office building—but intentionally. The architect
has to articulate the componentsof building so that we can see how they are made, how they fit together,
and how they assembleinto a human-madeversion of the body. That architectural body has to be stripped
down, buffed up, taken apart, and put back together again to create a static picture of the processof
assembly,whose final result (a building) usually concealsthe act of construction. The result of such an act
of revealing would be not so much to build something that functions as a backgroundconstruction, but
rather to question the nature of our body, its relationship to building, and the hybrid conditions that could
result from mirroring one in the other.
To achieve this, the designersparticipating in Fabricationschose to concentrate on four states of the
body. One of the states they selected was the somatic body, or the body as a physical, organic entity. This
is an organism that has many interconnected and highly specialized parts, all of which are meldedtogether
into a single entity. The somatic body movesand breathes through the fusion of pieces into a whole that
does many things at the sametime. It is only when an act of violence, whether suddenand invasive or
resulting from the entropy of old age, revealsthe innards of the somatic body that we becomeaware of its
nature. The somatic body can be decorated with tattoos or earrings, or it can uncover itself in ways that
are so revealing that to some they may seem pornographic or scatological, but its innards are a final
taboo, since virtually the only way to see them and engagethem is to do damageto the body.
The somatic body of the museum,by analogy, is also hidden. The museumpresentswhite walls and
skylights. Behind these smooth surfacesare not only the usual systemsthat let the building stand up and
allow us to move through it, such as steel beamsand elevators, but also an unusually dense set of climate
and security controls that maintain the evennessof the environment. The museumgoes further than most
buildings in hiding its somatic nature so that it can pretend to be nothing more than a neutral frame for
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the objects it houses.Any architecture that would seek to reveal its body would have to engagein a form
of violence by breaking the protective skin that covers the innards of the building to reveal things that not
only were never meant to be seen but that also, in many cases,function only when they are covered up
and protected.
Another bodily state that the group selected was that of rest. Whenthe body is at rest, it comesto a
certain awarenessof itself as a single entity in a context. It withdraws into contemplation. By not moving
or acting, the body at rest can measureitself, can watch the light move acrossthe room, or can find
shelter under the defining forms of a structure. Like the place that attracts a cat looking for a spot to lie
in a room, an architecture seeking to representthe body at rest must makethat body comfortable and
in control of its surroundings, smoothing out the complexities of the world into a simple form.
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The museum,like almost any building, is always at rest. Not only does it stand still, however,but it also
stands for a certain amount of static force within the city. While stores, office buildings, and homesare
torn down or renovatedas needschange, museumshave traditionally been in the class of buildings we call
monumental,which is to say that they remind us of and house certain fixed values. A monumentalbuilding
such as a museumservesas a referencepoint through which a culture tries to define its central values.
The museumwithdraws from the world around it. It is a place of contemplation which looks in on itself.
Instead of the motion of production or consumption, the museumpresentsa static field in which we can
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see motion as something implied, stated, or desired within imagesthat are constrained by their materiality.
In contrast to the body at rest, the human body in motion engagesthe world by testing the bounds
of that physical context with the properties of its corporeal tools. It cantilevers itself out beyond
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the plane on which it stands and beyond what it knows, reachesfor the bounds and limits of its space,
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its organism, which it expressesthrough the repetition of actions, through the pathways it finds, and,
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and continually constructs. The body in motion is highly unstable. It is always moving and, as such, always
changing. Yet the same body in motion develops recurring rhythms, related to the internal logic of
eventually, through the normalization of its actions into languageand laws. The architecture of the
body in motion finds movementinherent in stable structures and stability inherent in the movement
of the body.
The museumis, as noted above, never in motion, but it does contain hidden movements.The regulation
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of traffic, air flow, electricity, and telephony keep the museumstatic. Thereare rhythms to the museum,
but they are hardly visible. It is the myth of stasis that makesthe museuminto such an ideal place—a
container of ideals, in fact—one that removesitself, and us with it, from everydaylife. Yet the museum
can achieve this nearly Utopian stance only by repressingits own rhythms.
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The body in equipoise, finally, is the modern body. It is a body that is both at rest and in motion at
the sametime. It is posed and poised. It is the dancer en pointe, the human being squaring the circle, the
urban person who drinks in the sights and sounds of the city and managesto reflect them in a singular
stillness. The body in equipoise, a phrase coined by the architectural historian Sigfried Giedion, is a body
that is aware of its surroundingsand acts in them and is thus always collaging together itself and the
world into a changing composition. The body in equipoise mergesthe body and the building into the
active, and yet static, architecture of the self.
The museumis the unstable frame for such a collage. Since the assemblyof art objects theoretically
continues beyond its walls, embracingdaily life while condensingit within their forms and images,
the museummust be porous.Yet its walls must define that moment when what we think of as quotidian is
transformedinto what we think of as art. Modernart is always changing its definitions and its methods of
expression.The museumhas to continually rebalanceitself to provide the proper frame for the moving
target of contemporaryexpression.In its poised state it posesthe question of what is art by the very frame
it builds.
Thereis thus a highly unstable relation among these four states of the body and the museumthat
contains them. The mirroring of the body is always incomplete. Sometimesit is the surface of the glass
that is at stake in this act; other times, the frame. In yet other caseswe concentrate on the images
reflected on the glass in the frame. In all casesthe body defines itself as essentially organic against the
constraints of the museum.It is then up to the architects to use this distinction to posit their forms in
such a way as to maketheir mirroring abilities work to create true fabrications of ourselvesthrough
architecture.
To accomplish this goal, the architects and I chose a working method of serial collaboration: each team
would start with one of the four states of the body and create an object that would representor engage
that state. After a period of six weeksthe team handed off the object to one of the others and then
received the designs of yet another team. This rotation took place four times, so that each team had the
chance to work on each aspect of the body at least once and to then go back and refine its own initial
proposal. As a result, none of the four objects had a single authorship. Eachwas a collage that exhibited
the marks of the initial and final maker,so that the processitself brought up the issue of the hybrid body
as an intersection between a body that acts in the world through architecture and an architecture that
composesitself into a complex body.
The first designs almost all posed the states of the body by meansof contrast. Equipoise,in the hands
of Hodgetts and Fung, becamea drawbridgethat challengedthe body to achieve such a pose. The body
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in motion proposedby Kennedyand Violich was one that was almost invisible: it was the pulses of airconditioning moving through the ducts, which becamevisible only when a shroud was hung in front of the
registers. The somatic body proposedby Kuth and Ranieri had to be excavatedfrom behind the white walls
and posed in front of it as fragments of a possible (re)construction. Only Quigley'ssmall retiring booths
or confessionals,representingthe body in repose, heightened the inherent nature of the museum,though
by denying the public nature of its spacein the momentsof privacy they provided.
Overthe past year these designs have evolved into complex organisms.They have taken on a life
of their own, and it may be difficult for a viewer to recognize any state of the body in each of the four
objects. This is not surprising. The body is, after all, always a body of flesh and blood, in motion, at rest,
and posed at the sametime or in short succession.Instead of isolating aspects of the body, these
constructions highlight different aspects of how it appears.They are fabrications of and about how the
body works. Their very arbitrariness makesit evident that we cannot construct such fictions without
abstracting the infinite complexity of our bodies.
Thesestrange hybrids between buildings and bodies remain works of architecture. They are constructions
of and about the body which are themselvesa kind of body, but an assembledone. They are fabrications
even more so becausethey tell us stories not only about ourselvesbut also about how we act in and use
the world around us through referencesto functions that are uselessand perhapseven absurd. We do not
need to see how air-conditioning works or enter a drawbridgeto cross a gallery. We do so only as a way
of learning something that usually does not come to our attention. This architecture collectively reveals
hidden truths about itself, about the building in which it finds itself, and about our own bodies.
It is nothing but a fabrication.
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This interest stems from their training at the Rhode
Island School of Designand their own notion that
there are typologies or basic organizational and
communicative principles inherent in form. Archi
tecture for them becomesan act of assembly
that derives its critical stance from how these basic
shapesand meaningsare recombined.They are, in
other words, interested less in how things are made
or where they derive from than in the presence
of objects as material beings that have an inherent
resonancewith our bodies, our homes,and
our cities.
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Rob Wellington Quigley, FAIA, was founded in San
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Quigley believes in designing buildings that
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homescan put up without too much difficulty.
Strongly influenced by South American building
practices, which are both ad hoc and viscerally
present, he has developedan architecture of wood
stud construction, poured-in-place concrete, and
stucco that provides momentsof logic in a world of
rapidly sprawling development. The architect, who
also believes in working closely with clients in a
collaborative process,uses his simple vocabulary to
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chosen by the La Jolla Museumof ContemporaryArt
to representthe "cutting edge" of California design.
In 1984 Esquiremagazinefeatured him as one of
the "best of the new generation" of men and
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women under forty who are "changing America."
The Architectural Leagueof NewYork selected him
for inclusion in its 1986 exhibition Forty under
Forty, described as "an American profile of the next
generation: people predicted to be influential
forces in design." His work is regularly featured in
local, national, and international publications,
including a monographpublished by Rizzoli in June
1996. Quigley has lectured in the United States
and abroad and hasjuried numeroushonor award
programs.He is currently an adjunct professor
at the University of California, Berkeley,and the
University of California, San Diego.
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Quigley'sfirm's diverse experienceincludes

p~|

civic buildings, low-cost housing, custom residences,
multifamily housing, and urban design. Current

pi

work focuseson community participation as a design

X

method. It also includes projects such as the San
Diego New Main Library.Quigley'slandmarkBaltic Inn
is credited with starting the national trend in new
single-room-occupancyhotels. His Island Inn,
another single-room-occupancyhotel, received a
national American Institute of Architects Honor
Award and was selected by Time magazineas one
of the "ten best designs of 1992."
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PhaseIII: Hodgetts + Fung Design Associates
Hodgetts and Fung turned the skin into two angled walls jutting out from the
original museum division and then placed the debris produced by this construction
and reconstruction at the entry passage. Thus, the viewer would have to negotiate
through the accumulated effects of construction before entering the space.

PhaseIV: Kennedy& Violich Architecture
Kennedy and Violich emphasized the skinlike nature of the white gallery walls by
turning drywall, which is usually the polite backdrop for art, into a sensuous
sculptural material. By "misusing" conventional techniques of construction, they
transformed the seamlessnessof the drywall cladding and turned this ordinary
material into a tactile, inhabitable skin that exhibits all the elements of its making,
from the water used to mix the plaster to the scoring necessary to put on its
finishing coats.
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Flyleaf: Interior view of the Royal Architecture Museum, London, c. I 869
Collection of the Canadian Centre for Architecture,

Montreal

Edification
Mark Robbins

WHEN THE BOBST LIBRARY was under

CONSTRUCTION
at the southern edge of WashingtonSquare

Parkin the 1960s, an expansive,full-sized section of the fagadewas built on an open lot near the site,
propped on steel legs. This brownstone billboard was intended to test how the new building would fit into
the existing neighborhood, made up of similarly clad row housesfrom the mid-1800s. Such fragments of
buildings on construction sites—brick panels to check color, subassembliesof curtain wall with stone bases
and contrasting masonrycoursing—are common artifacts of the building industry (see fig. 1). The fullscale study becomesthe final test before construction, the last stage in a design processthat starts with
the abstraction of a sketch, followed by paper plans. Thesestudies recall GordonMatta-Clark'ssectional
excisionsfrom buildings, which so powerfully exposedwallpaper, plaster, lath, horsehair,cavity, brick siding,
and paint in thin and thick layers from interior to exterior.
The long lineage of three-dimensional objects at real scale used in both construction and education
underlies an undertaking like Fabrications.Rather than presenting drawings, photographs, or models
of built architecture or unbuilt work, the twelve architects in the project were askedto build at full scale
in the gallery space,to make architecture that could be experienceddirectly without translation into
miniature or two dimensions.The curatorial intention was to counter a limitation inherent in architectural
exhibitions, which can rarely show the actual space or tactile qualities of built form. The initial idea
was to bring architecture to the center, to makethe processesof architecture manifest, to makevisible
the tectonic and, perhaps,social and economic forces that contribute to its production.
The full-scale casts that once played such a prominent role in architectural pedagogydemonstratedideal
proportions and a canon of historical forms. What would these contemporarystructures reveal and address?
The works in Fabricationsare not reproductionsof preexisting buildings; they are not historical fragments,
not even properly fragments at all. They are new pieces built for view in a gallery space, with a didactic
intention. Although they respondto different demandsof program and site than a building does, they offer
a similarly direct experienceof architecture.
Architecture has often been madeinto an artifact in museologicalpresentations,taking the form of
dioramas, panoramasof city views, or interior bricolage of building parts and fragments. The Hall of
Architecture at the CarnegieInstitute in Pittsburgh provides a prime example of the tradition of collecting
and housing architectural fragments in the form of plaster casts (see fig. 2). Columnsegments,a Gothic
fagade, and a Greektholos sit inside the building, which itself is modeledon the Mausoleumof Halicarnassus. Here, "the building is no less a product of archaeological researchthan the collections it encloses.
The Hall of Architecture and groups of plaster casts . . . illustrate the architectural tone of the Edwardian
age, but also the museumpractice of the time. ...

It was a lexicon of WesternArchitectural History:

Figure I : Building test panels, Berlin,

1

Everyman'sBible ...
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in plaster." The impossible adjacenciesof the Hall of Architecture are echoedin the

revivalist architecture of the surrounding city, where the miniature Beauvaisof the Heinz Chapelsits
acrossfrom the classical CarnegieInstitute and the Gothic tower of the Cathedralof Learning in a grouping
that transforms the cultural center of Pittsburgh into an elevating outdoor museum.
Ensemblesof relocated historical buildings and collections of miniature or full-scale re-creationsoccur in
varied contexts. Philip Johnson'sestate housesa collection of structures that mark the architect's evolution,
not only reflecting his own work over the past forty years but also offering a synopsisof the trends of the
modernist era. The tepid urban representationsof Disneytheme parks and hotels conflate different environ
ments; the more aggressivecollage of the new "New York, NewYork" hotel complex simulates that city's
landmarksin LasVegas.Placeslike SturbridgeVillage or Williamsburgcarry the simulation further to include
ersatz town life. In other examplesarchitecture has been cannibalized to form synthetic historical construc
tions such as the composite medieval Cloistersin NewYork and William RandolphHearst'sSan Simeon castle
in California. Aligned through possession,presentation, or reinhabitation, historical fragments—especially
ones of Europeanlineage—becamea meansof insinuating political or cultural identity into a structure. The
fragments, valued for their authenticity, serve as amulets and emblemsof the continuity of power.
Reflecting this encompassingfaith in the importance of the "real" model—or at least the "authentic"
reproduction—historical fragments and casts fulfilled a direct pedagogicalpurposein schools of architecture

JamesD. VanTrump,
(May1958): 167.
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through the first decadesof the twentieth century. Students would learn by drawing these objects, which

1

had a substantial physical presence,even though their context, and often their materials, had been
changed.Studying casts of architectural elements (or, for art students, classicalsculpture) assembledin an
academicsetting was a substitute for—or a prologue to—the grand tour. But such modelscould convey
neither the interior space of the originals, nor, given the monolithic nature of plaster, the structural system

b

of joints and connections.The pedagogicexercisebecamefocused primarily on surface modeling, light and
texture in a painterly field, which may explain the ornamental exuberanceof Beaux-Artsacademicwork on
both sides of the Atlantic, encrusted with statuary and allegorical bas-reliefs.This practice reinforced an
academicarchitectural canon, a vocabularyopen to some manipulation but essentially confined to repetition.
Other approachesto learning about the physical world and design were in developmentin the late nine
teenth and early twentieth centuries, modesof education that involved a changed regard for the historical
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model. The Froebelsystem, with its famed blocks, was particularly influential in this regard and became
legendaryfor its impact on architects such as Frank Lloyd Wright and artists such as Piet Mondrian, as well
as on musiciansand philosophers. The cylindrical and squareblocks use geometric patterns to teach about
order and form and to represent principles of organization. In essence,the Froebelsystem introduced a
modernist approachto education, which stressedprocessand individual discovery over knowledgeabout
precedents.Teachingfrom fragments and casts, by contrast, was part of a premodernmode of education
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based on historical models, not a responseto site or programmaticanalysis.
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Modernismin architecture and art stressedinvention, through an attempt to formulate abstract
principles. Newforms were to be derived from pragmatic needs, using the essential elements of space,

£"

form, and light weddedto new materials and construction methods. The participants in the WexnerCenter

C

Office)—stress the particularities of program and site (taken in the broadest senseto include materials,

component of Fabricationsreveal a spectrum of modern approachesto architectural production. These
designers—SamuelMockbeeand ColemanCoker(Mockbee/CokerArchitects), Eric Owen Moss(Eric Owen
MossArchitects), John and Patricia Patkau(Patkau Architects), and Stanley Saitowitz (Stanley Saitowitz
climate, economics,and topography) as generatorsfor their work. They draw from varied sourceswhat is
necessaryto maketheir work serve beyond programmaticutility.
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A specific framework for the WexnerCenter'spresentation of Fabricationsdid not exist in advance,
although the selection of this group of architects, all noted for their built work, had already delimited some
Quotationsfrom the participating architectscomefrom conversationswith the
author during the planning phaseof Fabrications.

common ground. Overthe eighteen-month planning period, several meetings and conversationstook
place with the architects, both as a group and individually. The early discussionscentered on the curatorial
charge of working within a gallery space and making an architecture about itself. The architects
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expresseda general reluctance to work on projects without function and a desire to use some elements
of their projects after the exhibition, not wanting to waste materials and effort.
For these architects the program ordinarily provides the impetus for design: ideas come from the
immediate needs of the program, which also brings with it material concerns.The exhibition context gave
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them a chance to producework from an overall idea, rather than to have it theorized after the fact.
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As the title suggests,Fabricationsis about the processof making, but it is also about the ways people
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interact with architecture, about relations to the body, and about the physical and sensualexperience

»-

of architecture.
Within the four-thousand-plus squarefeet of the gallery at the WexnerCenter,the four architects
negotiated their use of the space. In another reversal of standard practice, they were not assignedsites as
in a master plan. Somegravitated to the edges; others approachedthe spacein horizontal and vertical
sections. Their projects function as objects and spatial envelopes,each yielding space and shaping spaces
between the pieces. Although locations were agreed upon and each architect was informed of the project
designs of the others, unexpectedspatial and material relationships developed.
Eachtook a different approach to the gallery and the expressivepotential of architectural form, creating
an ensemblethat spans figurative and abstract strategies and encompassesmuch of the modern material
palette of wood, metal, and glass. Approachesto site and function also varied: Moss'sproject is directly
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site-specific, the Patkaus'open to more general applications. Eacharchitect or team developedindividual
concepts of function, sometimesin responseto perceived needswithin the exhibition or the Wexner
Center space (Saitowitz) and other times in responseto ongoing interests in their work (Mockbee/Coker).
Although all four projects were producedwith the same budget, the economicsof production also varied:
Mockbee/Cokerused students as interns; Mossworked with an interested fabricator who gave him a deal
on the steel and fabrication; Saitowitz arrangedto have the acrylic material donated. In an era with
few architectural patrons, one realizes the often overwhelming expenseof architectural work, how the costs
of materials and labor are prime limiting factors for architects whose practice dependson building.
eric

owen MOSS'Sinstallation

aproaches

space as a sculptural, three-dimensional entity,

"defined above, below, or through." He used the decidedly non-neutral space of the WexnerCenter gallery
and respondedto the formal properties of the orthogonal grid. His pieces drape in sinuous steel sections,
with an apparent limpness that is counterintuitive, suggesting melted or failing structures. This treatment
works against the rigidity of the steel, as Gian Lorenzo Bernini's fluttering stone curtains defy the
crystalline structure of marble and alabaster.
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The project began as a series of sketchesreflecting an interest in viewpoint and the spectator. The

i

first of these outlined bleachersin the air with a radius curve and a single focal point. This gesture
recalled at a diminished scale Moss'sproject for Havana,where he proposed lining one of the oldest plazas
in the city with a perimeter of bleachersset against the amphitheater of building fagades.In the Wexner
Centersketch the bleachersare elevated and intersect with the open modernist volumes of a gallery.
The concentric circles of an arena play off the overlap of grids within the building, and the single focus
asserted by the geometry of the circle provides a center within the linear structure. In subsequent
drawings the bleacherswere fragmented and cut into four-foot strips, and three different vantage points
were created, originating from the same center. A series of steps and/or seats (each level is simultaneously
either or both) leads the eye to platforms seven feet below the beams.The plate-steel stairs, which to
Mossappear to be "walking away or dancing," co-opt the spacein the loft of the high gallery. He invites
viewers to change their vantage point and insinuate themselvesinto this "void," offering another perspec
tive on the other projects of Fabricationsand on the space itself. His intent was clearly to "take on
the building" —not just the gallery floor but also the space above—through a series of tactile elements.
He heightens our awarenessof gravity by seeming to deny it, creating a baroqueinsertion that reads
against the structure and symbolism of the WexnerCenter'sgrid.

John and Patricia Patkau'sproject is a small, self-contained "cottage" that can be built for about
$15,000 and transported to any site. The architects are basedin the Pacific Northwest, and the intended
clients for the cottage might be young workers who live in that area and might not be able to afford
land that is both desirable and serviced by utilities. The freedom from connection to servicesopens up the
option of placing the cottage in dramatic wildernesssites. Eachunit sleepstwo in an elevated loft and
is equipped with a kitchen and a bath with composting toilet and shower. Electricity is to be self-generated
by a photovoltaic collector supported by a lightweight frame, and water is collected from rain runoff
and distributed through the unit. The cottage could be installed on flat ground or, with levelers, on rocky
terrain. In the gallery the cottage is mounted on railroad ties, with water provided by a recirculating pump.
At first review the Patkaus'project might appear to represent a departure from their usual approach,
which emphasizesthe analysis of site and surrounding culture. But John has also said that the firm is
"ideologically not committed to the particular," nor is it "against the general," but instead it seeks"a mix
of both." He assertsthat the architects didn't want the WexnerCenter project to be site-specific: "a mood
box" in the gallery, architecture reducedto an atmospheric set piece. They wanted their project to have a
life beyond the exhibition, and so they envisioned a kind of prototype housing unit based on their interest
in natural and technological systems.
For the Patkausthis proposal does not necessitatethe use of space-agematerials; sheets of plywood
or other renewable,manufacturedmaterials are ideal. The project could be related to many previous
examplesof architects and builders working with prefab, minimal approachesto housing, but John Patkau
seesonly minor, functional links to such sources. He has another spirit in mind, saying that there is
nothing wrong with redundancyor "fat" and not always searchingfor the simplest solutions. Although the
Patkausare pragmatic, they don't idealize technology. They see new possibilities in today's manufacturing
and construction environment. Their cottage is a wooden machine for living in, set within the gallery's
open, modernist expanseof white structural steel and Sheetrock.
SamuelMockbeeand ColemanCoker'sproposal for Fabricationsis essentially a ramp, which can be seen
as a continuation of the long ramp of the WexnerCenter,to a small elevated room. The ramp rises between
layers of walls to an aerie that becomesa place of meditation above the gallery floor. Sitting in close
proximity to the stalky metal legs of Moss'sbleacher fragments, Mockbee/Coker'sproject is made of rough
timber framing units, two-by-fours constructed as a kit by students in Memphis,where Cokerteaches.
Inspiration for the project comesfrom the layout of an old school bus inherited by a man namedJoe Harris
and used by him as a home in rural Mississippi. Initial sketchesoutlined the linear array of interior
elements: kitchen, bed, TV,and a rust red curtain to block light near the bed. Photographsof the exterior
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show the stairs up to the back of the bus and the windows filled in with plywood panels. The local gesture
that makesthe bus inhabitable also developsan abstract fagade of opaque,translucent, and transparent
openings against the orange metal of the bus.
One might question how a man comesto inhabit a bus—and have reservationsabout the social
structures that might producesuch living conditions. But that is not Mockbeeand Coker'sintent: Harris
lives in his bus of his own accord on land owned by his family, and they wouldn't presumeto relocate him,
with reformist zeal, to an "appropriate" dwelling. They take another approachto the implied political
questions about local and global action. After the exhibition the pieces of the installation will be picked
up and carted to Mississippi, where they will becomecomponentsof an addition to Harris's bus/house.
Ordinarily a bus moves, providing views out to the landscape,but Mockbee/Coker's^interpretation of
it remainsstatic. Transformedinto a ramp that breaks, on a regular cadence,the four-foot module of the
building, it permits views out to the space of the gallery. As Cokersays, this is how we experience
architecture, as it unfolds in motion and in time. The intention was not to make a diorama of a rural
setting in a high modern envelope, but to give a general senseof landscapeand the varied interactions
between built and natural, fixed and moving, gallery and construction.
Stanley Saitowitz's project goes about "demarcating" space in a mode that is materially present
yet almost invisible. For a location that functions both as a reading room adjacent to the galleries and a
passagewayto a black-box theater, he developeda more articulated area for reading. Through the use
of half-inch-thick acrylic sheet, he was able to delimit space and allow more ephemeralreadings of light.
(He speaksabout this project as an attempt to make real the transparent quality of computer renderings.)
Books, and readers,are displayed within the angular planes. In addition, the gallery walls are laminated
with the acrylic material, placing them—and perhapsthe museumas an institution— on display. He
extendeda clear Plexiglasfloor over part of an existing stairwell, a gesture reminiscent of the glass floors
in nineteenth-century library stacks. Its vertiginous position heightens viewers' experienceof retrieving
information. The plastic is lit at the edgesand etched to increasethe complexity of the layering and
reflections, establishing a diaphanousatmosphere,like a clouded hall of mirrors.
Saitowitz selected some of the books to be displayed in his new reading room, but the space will con
tinue to function primarily as a place where visitors may peruse catalogues and backgroundreading about
all the exhibitions in the WexnerCenter galleries. It may also be a site for the projection of images from
the other Fabricationsvenues. His project becomesa collector for the gallery space,including the ensemble
of projects of which it is a part. He commentsthat "the Wexneris full of images but no materials"; his pro
posal, by contrast, is full of materials and no images." It could be viewed as a vitrine for its own display
or as a reversalof container and contained, the transparent planes simultaneously enclosing and enclosed.
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In his essayfor ThinkingAbout Exhibitions, Daniel Buren saw architecture as background,support,
and frame for any work—art submitting to architecture. How does this translate when architecture is

DanielBuren,"Functionof Architecture,"in ThinkingAbout Exhibitions,ed.
ReesaGreenberg,BruceW. Ferguson,and SandyNairne(Londonand NewYork:
Routledge,1996), 314.

madeinto artifact, when architecture is placed as an object center stage, changing its quality: submitting
architecture to architecture? Putting a building in a building—inside, where it doesn't have to protect
from the elements, where it may not accommodatehabitation, where it is shielded, no longer a selfsufficient piece—raises certain fundamental questions about what architecture is and how it is different
from art. Like mobile homesin huge showroomsor prefab log cabins in trade shows, buildings on
display are made smaller, domesticated. This is partially a responseto their lack of function, even though
they may still be wired for electricity and filled with furniture (usually carefully roped off from the
spectators and their real weight). Thesestructures never get wet or sooty or graffiti covered. Seenin
rooms filled with hushed conversations,they are themselvesperhaps muted, although now at the
4

center rather than the "distracted periphery" —empty envelopeson display. The seamsand details are
brought into high relief by the pedestal of gallery placement.

5

becomes"knee deep in wall to wall space," a sentiment that brings to mind Robert Irwin's scrim

4
SusanBuck-Morss,TheDialecticsof Seeing:WalterBenjaminand the Arcades
Project(Cambridge:MIT Press,1989).

As his essaycontinues, Buren notes that, with the fading of the pedestal for art, the spectator
installations, in which the quality of light and space becomesthe thing displayed. Spaceis also the
central fact of the modernist architectural program. Like the Guggenheim,which Buren calls triumphal
architecture, the WexnerCenter clearly gives up the fiction of the neutrality of space. Though Buren
seessuch architecture as smothering in its subversion, Peter Eisenmanhas provided a spacethat
actively participates, a catalyst for the presentation of work. Fabncations,in turn, calls into question
the situation and status of architecture within the museumand outside it.
If we can accept buildings as an illustration of a sort of cosmology,then by looking at fragments
of architecture in a museum,we are also surveying a history of ideas, a possible schedule of political power
and worldview, a relationship of humanity to god and science. Buildings are bound up in an emblematic
way with elements of style, material, and form. The Fabricationspieces may be models about
contemporaryculture: position paperson building, dwelling, and North American life.
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SamuelMockbeeis an architect and painter living

ColemanCokeris an architect who lives and

in Canton, Mississippi. He studied architecture at

works in Memphis.He has receivedthe American

Auburn University, receiving his professionaldegree

Academyin Rome'sRomePrizefor DesignArts

in 1974. He has held visiting faculty appointments

(1995-96) and the Loeb Fellowshipin Advanced

at HarvardUniversity, MississippiState University,

EnvironmentalStudies at HarvardUniversity's

and ClemsonUniversity and was recently the

GraduateSchool of Design. He currently teaches at

DavenportVisiting Professorof Designat Yale

the MemphisCollegeof Art and is the director of

University and the BruceGoff Professorof Creative

the MemphisCenterfor Architecture, a design

Architecture at the University of Oklahoma.He is

programopen to students from architecture schools

the founder and current director of Auburn

in the Southeast,in which the students are offered

University's RuralStudio in Greensboro,Alabama,

a direct relationship with the madething. The

a programdedicated to rural design issues.The

programemphasizesthe presenceof things through

programwas recently acknowledgedby the American

critical hand-making.Cokermakeslarge-scale,three-

Institute of Architects' EducationHonors Programas

dimensionalconstructions and intertwines these

one of the top academicprogramsof national

fabrications with built architectural work. He has

significance. Mockbeeregularly paints the place

recently shown his work in Romeand at Nashville's

where he lives and the people who are his neighbors.

CheekwoodMuseumin an installation entitled

In 1993 he was awardeda grant from the Graham

Dwelling: Cultivation. He has also servedas board

Foundationto develop a large painting about a

memberfor the MemphisCenterfor Contemporary

family in MadisonCounty, Mississippi,entitled The

Art and was a founding memberof Number,

Nurturing of Culturein the RuralSouth.

a regional arts quarterly.
Since Mockbeeand Cokerformed their partnership
in 1986, their work has been honored on numerous
occasions.They receivedArchitectural Record's
RecordHousesAward in 1997 for their most recent
residence,Houseon the TennesseeRiver,and the
AmericanInstitute of Architects National Honor
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Awardin 1994 for the Cook Residence.The Barton
Residencereceivedthe RecordHousesAward
in 1992, and an earlier proposalfor three low-cost
homes,"Breaking the Cycleof Poverty," receiveda
ProgressiveArchitectureaward. A monographon the
firm's work, Mockbee/Coker:Thoughtand Process,
was published by Princeton Architectural Press.
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Mockbeeand Cokerhave a unique collaboration,
working sometimestogether, sometimessingly,
with each bringing elementsfrom his own back
ground—Mockbeeas a painter and Cokeras a
sculptor—to the team. Their shared background
as artists gives their approachto architecture a
different edge, which is apparent when Cokerspeaks
about making and thinking and the bond between
the two. Mockbee/Coker'swork is often referred
to as regional or contextual (Cokerjokes that that
just meansthat the firm won't be hired outside the
area); they are able to take forms found in the
powerful vernacular landscapeof the rural South and
reinterpret and re-presentthem without recourse
to cloying sweetness.Thereis a toughnessand rigor
about their use of modernforms, but this is a
modernisminformed by local histories, memory,and
an unexpectedpalette of materials. And there is
also in their work an attempt, without romanticizing
or aestheticizing the poverty of the region, to
affect the lives of the people in these rural areas.
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Eric Owen Moss

ERICOWENMOSSARCHITECTS
Eric Owen Mosswas educated at the University

Mossinsists that his architecture go beyond

recti linearity, the viewpoint of the spectator

of California, Berkeley,and at HarvardUniversity

the necessary,and this is evident in the scale

is emphasized,and gesturesexpand theatrically.

GraduateSchool of Design. He began teaching

of the detail and the building. His work has often

The hyperactive surfacesof walls, veiled with layers

at Southern California Institute of Architecture in

been describedin terms of distortion, plasticity,

of ornamental pattern, appear to dematerialize.

1973 and is currently on its board of directors.

and theatricality— qualities it shareswith baroque

Interior spacestend to swirl, and there is often

He has held the EeroSaarinenChair at Yale

art and architecture, which are typified by a trans

ambiguity about the limits of the space; the

University and the Eliot NoyesChair at Harvard's

formation of classical forms. In baroque buildings,

edges becomeblurred.

GraduateSchool of Design, as well as appointments

curvilinear lines and forms play off more rigid

in Copenhagenand Vienna.
Mossopened his office in Los Angelesin
1973; the work of the office includes a large body
of commercial, public, residential, industrial, and
speculative projects. He first gained recognition for
his work in the largely abandonedlight industrial
area of CulverCity, California. His interventions have
resulted in a unique large-scaletransformation of
the area. The projects have yielded life and economic
activity, providing a model for new approachesto
the revitalization of the post-industrial Americancity.

Although Mossacknowledgesthat "we can't

than each alone. This juxtaposition is filmic,

Americanarchitects invited to representthe United

build infinity," his projects, too, seem to expand,

moving not in single frames but with the moving

States at the 1996 Venice Biennale. Eric Owen

to move. He colonizes specific sites and their

viewer. As Herbert Muschamphas noted, what most

Moss:Buildings and Projects2, his second Rizzoli

histories, so that they are not so much renovated as

buildings are like at seventy miles an hour, Moss's
are at a walk.

monograph,was recently published, as was TheBox

reinhabited, with a power that reforms the whole
in a manner reminiscent of a Robert Rauschenberg

Moss'swork has recently been exhibited in

(Princeton Architectural Press).
Current projects include work in Vienna, Spain,

collage. Thejuncture of old and new work becomes

Duren, Germany;Barcelona,Spain; Lisbon, Portugal;

France,NewYork, Los Angeles, and Culver City.

a third entity, not wholly of either and richer

and Copenhagen,Denmark.He was one of the four

His latest completed building is the hundred-yard-

* b
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long Samitaur office block, the headquartersfor
EastmanKodak,situated over a road in Culver City,
and the PSBuilding, the headquartersof an
international digital design firm. A concert hall for
experimental music for the Los Angeles Philhar
monic in Culver City is his next project.
Mosshas been the recipient of thirty design
awardsfrom ProgressiveArchitecture and the
American Institute of Architects and is a fellow of
the American Institute of Architects.
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Canadian Clay and Glass Gallery, Waterloo,

Ontario,

1=188-92

Exterior (left) and view of entrance from interior gallery space (right)
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PATKAUARCHITECTS
John Patkaustudied at the University of Manitoba,

Patricia Patkaustudied at the University of

receiving a bachelor's degreein environmental

Manitoba, receiving a bachelor'sin interior design

studies in 1969 and a master'sin architecture in

in 1973. Upon graduation she receivedthe

1972. Upon graduation he receivedthe Royal

University of Manitoba Gold Medal. Following this,

Architectural Institute of CanadaMedal. He is a

she studied at Yale University, receiving a master's

fellow of the Royal Architectural Institute of

in architecture in 1978. She is a fellow of the

Canada.In 1978 he founded PatkauArchitects with

Royal Architectural Institute of Canada.

Patricia Patkauin Edmonton,Alberta. The firm
relocated to Vancouver,British Columbia,in 1984.
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Victoria,

British

Columbia,
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Michael Cunninghamstudied at the University of
Calgary,receiving a bachelor of arts degreein 1977
and a master'sin environmental design in 1982.
Upon graduation he receivedthe Royal Architectural
Institute of CanadaMedal. He becamean associate
of PatkauArchitects in 1992 and a partner in 1995.
PatkauArchitects is known for its residential
and institutional work, which has received
numerousnational and international design awards,
including recognition from ProgressiveArchitecture
and CanadianArchitect. In 1986 the firm won an
invited national competition for the Canadian
Clay and GlassGallery in Waterloo, Ontario. In 1996
it was selected to represent Canadaat the Venice
Biennale, and in the sameyear it won an invited
international competition to design a Nursing
and Biomedical Facility at the TexasMedical Center
for the University of Texas,Houston.
The Patkausare "plain speaking and plain
thinking," John Patkausays, suggesting that archi
tectural theory is not an initial generator for this
firm's work. In previous work the architects have
been concernedwith the "found potential" of sites,
and their buildings often function as meansto
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Barnes

understandingthe surrounding landscape.They
speak of the importance of capturing the particulari
ties of a site, both to understandthe problem as
it is given and as an antidote to what they view as
the homogenizedquality of contemporaryculture,
the samenessfrom place to place of interstates and
suburban cluster developments.Drawingideas from
program, context, client, topography, and climate,
they develop referential or associative links between
the form a project takes and the qualities that
characterizeits site.
In addition to their practice, John and Patricia
Patkauhave taught, lectured, or been guest critics at
a number of universities in Canada,the United
States, and Europe.Patricia was a full-time member
of the Faculty of Architecture at the University
of California, Los Angeles,from 1988 to 1990. In
1993 she was a visiting professorat the Graduate
School of Designat HarvardUniversity, and she
is presently an associate professorat the School
of Architecture at the University of British Columbia.
In 1995 the Patkausjointly held the Eliot Noyes
Chair at the HarvardGraduateSchool of Design.
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Nursing and Biomedical Sciences Building, Houston, Texas, I 9 *47
Competition model, east elevation (left) and southwest view (right)
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Mill Race Park Boathouse, Columbus, Indiana,

MS 3

Stanley Saitowitz

STANLEYSAITOWITZOFFICE
Stanley Saitowitz was born in Johannesburg,

is concernedwith nature's modesof operation,

revealing growth and form. Like the Patkaus

South Africa, in 1949. He received his bachelor's

focusing on site transformation and human

and Mockbee/Coker,he is interested in what the

degreein architecture from the University of

geography.He seesthis as a way for architecture

site can generate. Saitowitz asserts the fundamen

the Witwatersrand,Johannesburg,in 1975, and

to renew itself as a part of a larger ecology.

tal interaction of architecture and space as the
principal way in which spaceis demarcated,and he

Saitowitz has written that "the site of archi

his master'sin architecture from the University
of California, Berkeley,in 1977. He has been

tecture is the horizon, the crust of the earth, the

in practice since 1975. Profoundlyinfluenced

edge between ground and sky." He characterizes

by the dramatic landscapesof Africa, Saitowitz

his work as geological, "a type of human geography"

relates this to the natural realm and its rhythms.
Though one can see profound links to history
and vernacular traditions in his work, his buildings
are new formal and social constructions. As Michael
Benedikt points out, Saitowitz representsa
crossbreeding.He is an architect with a modernist
training who, having grown up in the Transvaal,
was influenced by the social and political climate

SwST of South Africa and the intense, arid landscapes
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of the African veldt. His work combinesa social
mission with artistic ambition, using available
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Saitowitz is a professorof architecture at the
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abroad. Saitowitz's work has been published in

venues. Stanley Saitowitz: Architecture at Rice33

of Design, HarvardUniversity, and the Bruce Goff

local and international magazines,and his paint

was published by Rice Publications and Princeton

Chair of CreativeArchitecture at the University

ings, drawings, and models have been exhibited in

Architectural Pressin 1994. Stanley Saitowitz:

of Oklahoma.He has also taught at the Southern

numerousgalleries and museums.Geological

A Housein the Transvaalwas published by Harvard

California Institute of Architecture; the University

Architecture, a traveling exhibition of his work, was

University GraduateSchool of Designand Princeton

the Eliot NoyesChair at the GraduateSchool

of California, Los Angeles; the University of Texas;

organized by the WalkerArt Center, Minneapolis,

Architectural Pressin 1996. A monographentitled

and the University of the Witwatersrand. He has

in 1990 and traveled to the San FranciscoMuseum

GeologicalArchitectureis currently in preparation.

lectured extensively in the United States and

of ModernArt, HarvardUniversity, and other
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AT the CLOSE OF THE twentieth

CENTURYarchitecture not only enjoys a preeminencein

contemporaryculture but—as a subject of social, political, and cultural theory as well as philosophical
and historical speculation—has proved to have a near-infinite capacity for analysis and interpretation.
The purpose of Fabricationsis to add to this discourse;to inquire as to what architecture may have to say
about itself and how it might, in its own terms, speak of philosophy, history, culture, and other,
broader issues.
The term tectonics is derived from the Greekand refers literally to the "poetry of building." That such
a thing might exist may be surprising to some, as would the underlying supposition that something
as pragmatic as construction might have any voice at all. In considering the source of this voice, it is
interesting to note one of the more prevalent ways, in Westernculture, of indicating the status of
an architect. In Germanya professionalis said to be a memberof the Architektenkammer,the architects'
chamber.The sameterminology, in various translations, is used in numerousother Europeansocieties.
To be admitted to the architects' chamber— or, more simply, the architects' room—suggestsan exclusive
realm of the initiated, distinguished from outsiders by the specificity of their knowledge.
That architects, as a group, would develop a specific languageto match the specificity of their work
is unsurprising. Moreto the point, however,is how this language has come to absorb associatedideas with
unexpectedlybroad implications. The platonic circle twice bisected creates four ninety-degree angles, each
known as a right angle. The Tightnessof the angle refers to a whole cluster of concepts more metaphysical
than material: correctness,legitimacy, and so on. In the same linguistic vein the term wright refers to
one who has mastereda skill, as in wainwright or wheelwright. In yet another instance, milled steel
or lumber that is free from warping and other dimensional defects is referred to as true.
Despite the implications of these broader philosophical issues in the languageof tectonics, a distinction
must be made between these concepts and notions of tautologies or orthodoxies. Indeed, poetry in con
struction requires, as it would in any written language,a certain level of nuanceand subjectivity. Evidence
of such a conditional nature exists in yet another architectural term: tolerance, which refers to acceptable
deviations in the form, dimensions,or surface qualities of a construction. A more slippery term might
also be introduced here: fabrication, which jumps between the negative senseof a falsehood and the more
neutral senseof the process,or product, of making.
Perhapsno architect in this century understood the conditional nature of correctnessin building as
did Ludwig Mies van der Rohe,the son of a stonecutter without formal training in architecture. Mies's
application of I-beams to the exterior of the SeagramBuilding (see fig. 1) has been criticized as a mere
formal gesture, with negligible structural or functional value. Yet the same could be said of metopes,the
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Figure I : Mies van der Rohe, Seagram Building, New York City,

1158

Plan section through curtain wall and applied exterior I-beam
Mies van der Rohe Archive, The Museum of Modern Art, New York

sculpted rectangular elements placed rhythmically in the cornices of ancient Greekbuildings (see fig. 2).
Within the languageof architecture they achieve the same goal: the fabric of the structure speaks
poetically of itself. The metopes recall the unfinished, exposedbutt ends of the timber roof rafters of older
Greekarchitecture, and in a similar fashion the applied I-beams refer to the structural steel lattice
wrapped behind the curtain wall.
If these formal devices might be said to reveal certain aspects of the building not otherwise apparent,
there exists a more direct relationship between the term reveal—referring to the slight gap that separates
various elements of a construction—and the languageof architecture. A reveal uncoversthe processes
and defines the materials of its own making. An elegant example of this idea of revelation in contemporary
architecture might be seen in Peter Zumthor's recently completed Kunsthausin Bregenz,Austria. Eloquently
demonstrating that fabrication can transcend the mundane,the museumis a complex interweaving of its
inner concrete shell and outer glazed skin. The typical insulated-glass curtain wall is completely rethought
and expandedinto a visible expressionof its various components: an external skin of translucent
glass shingles, which acts as a light filter and heat shield (see flyleaf); a one-meter-deepinterstitial space,
which acts as a thermal barrier; and transparent clerestory glazing, which brings the filtered light into
a plenum of space above each of the four levels of galleries. The carefully calculated shingling of the outer
skin servesto reveal rather than conceal this complexity.
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The four architectural installations in the Abby Aldrich RockefellerSculpture Gardenat The Museum
of ModernArt, NewYork, were conceived by four individual architects or teams following mutual
discussionsand analysis of the site. As a group, the four installations reveal not only certain aspects
of their materials and construction but also various aspects of the site and its specific context.
Like the full-scale fragments in a Beaux-Artsmuseum(see fig. 3), the installations are seen as having
an intrinsic aesthetic dimension as well as a didactic one: each of the pieces also engagesbroader
issues, speaking to individual concerns.
Of all the activities in the repertoire of construction, glazing (the installation and fitting of a building's
glass surfaces)is most closely associatedwith this century and the philosophical and architectural
issuesthat have defined it. The installation by Henry Smith-Miller and Laurie Hawkinson(Smith-Miller +
HawkinsonArchitects) transforms the International Style fagade of Philip Johnson's 1964 East Wing,
with its clearly defined separation between structure and skin, by literally and philosophically "building
upon it". The classical framed view that it creates—not so different from, say, peering out from between

B^H

the columns of the Parthenon—suggestsa universal perspective, an objective and unchanging view
of the world.
In Smith-Miller and Hawkinson'sconstruction, various aspects of the East Wing fagade are reconsidered
and reconfigured. The relationship between the black steel piers and the transparent glass panesis
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Figure 3: Fragment of a medieval church (full-scale reproduction)
Hall of Architecture,

Carnegie Institute, Pittsburgh

inverted; a new glass pier acts as a support, and the dark hue of the skeletal structure is extended into the
building as a series of planar surfaces. Furthermore,the classical senseof spatial continuity is challenged
by a series of folded plates that rise up from the floor of Johnson's East Wing and seemingly passthrough
the glass fagade, becoming the installation's metaphorical, rather than universal, horizon. The relationship
between vision and structure is also challenged: a dark panel obscuresthe view from one section of the
Johnson fagade, replacing it with a digital view of the site landscapeprojected into the building's interior.
Alfred Munkenbeckand Stephen Marshall's(Munkenbeck+ MarshallArchitects) minimal shelter
consists of a canopy supported by three slender columns with an infill of woven steel mats on two sides.
The canopy hovers over the bridge that spansthe eastern reflecting pool of the Sculpture Garden,
creating an assemblageof new and preexisting parts. In its spare, essential form, the structure recalls the
underlying Miesian influences on Johnson's design of the garden. Yet, upon closer inspection, other
influences can be noted. The nineteenth-century Germantheorist Gottfried Sempersuggesteda model of
the primitive hut as an early source of architecture. Semperishut consisted of a base of stone, which
rooted the structure and provided a suitable surface for the hearth. Atop the stone base, Semperimagined,
rose the timber frame structure of the walls and roof, which were then infilled by woven materials,
unifying masonry,carpentry, and weaving, each used in the most effective way.
In Munkenbeckand Marshall'sshelter the stone hearth has given way to a stone bridge, and the house
hold fire is replaced by the image of water. Semperisstructure suggesteda kind of cosmic connection
between the earthbound masonrybelow, the lighter framework above, and the skywardtrail of the smoke
from the hearth through the peak of the roof. While there remains a dialogue between the frame structure
and the woven infill material, there is a definite shift from the vertical "axis mundi." As the water below

and the canopy above are both reflective, the space between becomesa slice between the celestial and
the mundane,with light coming from above and below simultaneously.
The proposal by Enrique Norten and Guy Nordenson(TENArquitectos) consists of a glass structure
situated in a paved, open area of the garden. Beneath the structure's glass canopy the garden'stwo-byfour-foot marble paving slabs have been removed,revealing the rubble of the townhousesthat formerly
occupied the site. Distinctly recalling the architecture of an archaeologicalsite, the installation restores
the memoryof the previous construction to the current condition. Standing below the canopy and upon
the rubble, the viewer experiencesa shift in physical, as well as historical, point of view. As if to confirm
the notions of relative permanenceand transience previously mentioned, the bricks of the Beaux-Arts
townhouse have been transformed into a subsurfacesedimentary layer.
This installation also reminds us that a new fabrication might be made by the removal or displace
ment, rather than the addition, of material. As evidenced by such projects as Michael Heizer'searthworks
or Gordon Matta-Clark'sexcisions of architectural fragments, such operations can have profound effects
on the natural landscape.In a densely built environment, the effects are no less profound. As this
type of environment will characterizethe twenty-first century, perhaps more than any other, Norten's
installation speaksof the future as much as the past.
The installation by Monica Poncede Leon and NaderTehrani (Office dA) is a lightweight, transient
structure with multiple references,made entirely of sheet steel. The material was subjected to a number
of transformative operations traditionally associatedwith metalworking, each calcuated with the assistance
of computer analysis: perforation, which reducedits weight; milling the surface to produce a texture; and
bending and folding, which gave it a form and structural stability. In this instance the form resemblesa
cascadingstaircase, suggesting the amount of strength imparted to the otherwise relatively weak material.
Folding and bending techniques were also used to assemblethe various sections of the installation,
interlocking them in the manner of large shingles.
While the installation suggeststhe form of a stair, it is also a self-supporting canopy that rests against
the bulk of the eighteen-foot-high masonrywall that forms the northern edge of the sculpture garden.
The metalwork here, unlike that in other types of canopies,is continuous and not divided into structural
and nonstructural members;rather, a different type of contrast is suggested.Thejuxtaposition of the
masonryand the metalwork underscorestheir fundamental differences and recalls the experimental house
projects of the Frencharchitect Jean Prouve, particularly the projects exhibited in the 1951 Exposition
des arts menagersin Paris. In that unbuilt scheme,a masonrywall was to be the spine of the house,
and factory-produced curved metal sections were to rest against it, creating the interior space. In both

the Prouveproject and the Office dA installation, the qualities of the masonry—heavy, massive,
site built, permanent—are played off the qualities of the metalwork—lightweight, perforated, factory
built, transportable.
In each of these four "fabrications," there is a revelation or, as Heideggerwould have said,
an "unconcealment." The Tightnessor truthfulness of these works derives not from a conception of
orthodoxy, but from the art of fabrication.
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Alfred Munkenbeckwas born in 1947 in NewYork.

Munkenbeckhas worked for Sert Jackson and

Association, Kingston Polytechnic, Cambridge

He received his bachelor of arts degreefrom

Co. in Boston and for JamesStirling in the United

University, and the Boston Architectural Center

Dartmouth Collegein 1969, majoring in sculpture.

Kingdom. In Athens he joined ZebekogluBokhari

and has lectured in the United Kingdom and abroad

He went on to study architecture at the Harvard

and later Idea Network to design new towns,

on the firm's work. He is a memberof the Royal

GraduateSchool of Designand earned a

schools, and universities in the Middle East. He

Institute of British Architects and the Architecture

master'sdegreein 1974, with a concentration
in urban design.

and partner Stephen Marshall opened the London-

Club of London and is an assessorfor the Civic

basedfirm of Munkenbeck+ Marshallin 1984.

Trust Awardsin the United Kingdom.

Munkenbeckhas taught at the Architectural

Jessica Square, Wandsworth,

London, 11 8 8

Stephen Marshallwas born in Glasgowand
received his bachelor of science in architecture
from Strathclyde University. In 1978 he was elected
to the Royal Incorporation of Architects in Scotland
(RIAS). He worked for Farrell Grimshawon Charles
Jenck's house in London before winning a Harkness
Foundation scholarship to attend the Harvard
GraduateSchool of Design. He received a master's
degreefrom Harvardin 1982. Returning to London,
he joined the faculty at the Southbank Polytechnic
as design tutor. As a partner in Aylward Laing

LP
V

Marshall Robson, he entered several international
competitions before founding Munkenbeck+
Marshall.
In London, Munkenbeckand Marshall'sprojects
have included a clothing shop for Yohji Yamamoto,
a residencefor CharlesSaatchi, and the fiftythousand-square-footJessicaSquareoffice building.
In 1992 their speculative office building at 87
LancasterRoadwon a commendationfrom the Royal
Fine Arts Commissionand the ConservationAward
from Kensington Borough. In 1995 the Metro
photographic laboratory and studios won a Civic
Trust commendationas well as a design award from
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87

Lancaster

Courtyard

the Borough of Islington. Abroad, they have won

context. In both casesthe firm's work seeksto

competitions for Umm al Qura University in

bridge the present and future conditions with an

Makkah,a golf resort in Bahrain, the SursockStreet

architectural languagethat is neither historical

apartments in Beirut, and an embassywith

nor oblivious to history. The architects' clear and

diplomatic housing towers in Cairo.
They have recently completed two new waterside

unabashedreferencesto the forms and materials

apartment buildings in London. A large, newly

appreciation of the purely physical qualities that

built contemporaryresidenceand the conversion

those forms and materials may have. Abstract

of an art deco factory into an advertising and

yet sensual,formal yet visually compelling,

media center are under construction. In the design

Munkenbeckand Marshall'sarchitecture draws

stage is a project to develop the northern end

upon the imagery and technologies of contemporary

of the island of Zanzibarinto a resort destination

practice but incorporates the tectonic traditions

including several hotels, golf courses,and water

of the twentieth century.

sports facilities. Also in design is the conversion
of an eighteenth-century cast-iron frame mill into
a gallery for the Visual Arts Trust in Shropshire.
Although Munkenbeckand Marshallare based
in London, a large part of their architectural work is
located abroad. As a result, their practice employs
multiple strategies. At home their work inevitably
involves the incorporation of modern forms
and materials within an area of strong historical
context. In tropical, Middle Eastern,and Mediter
ranean countries, the goal becomesthe creation of
a future fabric, often in the absenceof immediate
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Monica Poncede Leon was born in Venezuela
and is now living in the United States. She received
a bachelor's degreefrom the University of Miami
in 1989, followed by a master'sin architecture
and urban design from the HarvardGraduateSchool
of Designin 1991. She is an assistant professorat
HarvardGraduateSchool of Designand has taught
at Northeastern University and the University
of Miami.
NaderTehrani, who is of Persiandescent, was
born in England. He received a bachelor'sdegree
in architecture from the RhodeIsland School of
Designin 1986 and a master'sin architecture and
urban design from the HarvardGraduateSchool
of Designin 1991. He also attended a postgraduate
program in history and theory at the Architectural
Association in London. He currently teaches
architecture and urban design at the RhodeIsland
School of Designand HarvardGraduateSchool
of Design.
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they have been practicing architecture, Ponce
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de Leon and Tehrani have developedintuitive

under construction). More recently, Poncede Leon

strategies of superimposition, grafting, and

and Tehrani have been awardedthe 1997 Young

transformation as fundamental design operations.

Architects Award from the Architectural League

Rather than rearticulate the traditional dichotomies

of NewYork.

that have polarized architectural debates—structure
versus skin, program versus form, and so forth —
they attempt to blur those distinctions through
various methods, be it by melding program with
structure or by eradicating the distinctions between
surface and volume. While much of their work is
developedon the computer, the intended results are
projected onto current methods of architectural
production, such as masonryor metal construction.
Among Office dA's notable designsis "Miami—
Public Infrastructure for the Tropics," a project
that received first prize in the 1993 Boston Society
of Architects (BSA) Unbuilt DesignAwardsand was
published in the New City Journal of Architecture
(Princeton Architectural Press).The Mill Road House
and CasaLa Rocahave both won Progressive
Architecture awards,in 1995 and 1996, respectively.
The GreeneHouse,built in 1990, was published in
CasasInternacionales and TheNewAmericanHouse
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SMITH-MILLER+ HAWKINSONARCHITECTS
Henry Smith-Miller began his private practice

a master'sin architecture from the GraduateSchool

University of Virginia, as well as holding the

in 1977, following a seven-yearassociation with

of Architecture at the University of Pennsylvania,

SaarinenChair at Yale University.

RichardMeier and Associates,during which he

and a Fulbright grant to study architecture in Rome,

was a project architect for several nationally

Smith-Miller has been a visiting adjunct professor

fine arts degreefrom the University of California,

recognizedarchitectural projects: the Atheneumat

at ColumbiaUniversity, the City University of New

Berkeley.She later attended the Whitney

New Harmony,Indiana; the Albany Mall Art Museum;

York, the University of Virginia, the University of

Independent Study Programin NewYork and

and the Bronx DevelopmentalCenter.He received

Pennsylvania,and HarvardUniversity. He has been

received her professionaldegreein architecture from

an undergraduatedegreefrom Princeton University,

ThomasJefferson Professorin Architecture at the

the CooperUnion in 1983. Currentlyan associate

Laurie Hawkinsonreceived her master of

professorof architecture at ColumbiaUniversity,
she has held visiting adjunct professorpositions at
Southern California Institute of Architecture,
HarvardUniversity, Yale University, ParsonsSchool
of Design,and the University of Miami. Hawkinson's
collaborative projects include the North Carolina
Museumof Art "Master" Site Plan and Project, now
built, for an outdoor cinema and amphitheater
(with artist BarbaraKrugerand landscapearchitect
NicholasQuennell); the L.A. Arts ParkCompetition;

and the Seattle Waterfront Project (also with

NewModernists:Nine AmericanArchitects (1993),

Krugerand Quennell). She worked with artist Silvia

by Michael Blackwood.

Kolbowskion a project for the WexnerCenter's
recent exhibition on suburbia, HouseRules.
Smith-Miller + HawkinsonArchitects, founded

The work of Smith-Miller and Hawkinsondisplays
a strong interest in a general culture of architecture:
its design and technological histories, as well

in 1977, is an architectural firm with offices in

as its complex and changing relationship to society.

NewYork and Los Angeles(since 1989). The firm

Whereasthe work of the early modernistsfocused

consists of principals Henry Smith-Miller and Laurie

on a mechanicaldefinition of technology, Smith-

Hawkinson.Its projects span a very wide scope,

Miller and Hawkinson'swork embracesa more

from small to very large and complexinteriors, from

comprehensivevision that fuses the mechanicalwith

additions to freestanding single- or multi-use

the digital, enriching the architectural expression

structures. Recentprojects include a new mixed-use

of both. The architects are particularly interested

building for Samsungin Seoul, Korea;the Wall

in focusing on the ways in which the architectural

Street FerryTerminalfor Pier 11 in LowerManhattan;

program—the location and accommodationof

and the Corning GlassCenter Project, a three-phase,

functions, activities, and services—can be developed

$30 million project, presently under construction.

through innovative interpretations that give

Smith-Miller + Hawkinsonwas one of six American

physical expressionto those underlying motivations.

architecturalfirms invited to exhibit in the

Throughtheir programmaticanalysesand materially

Italian Pavilion at the 1996 Venice Biennalefor

expressiveinvestigations, they seek an architecture

Architecture. Smith-Miller+ Hawkinson,a

that is sensitive to and transformative of

monograph,was published in 1995 by GustavoGili,

contemporarycultural needsand ideas.

and the firm was also included in the film The
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Enricjue Norten

TENARQUITECTOS
Enrique Norten was born in Mexico City. He studied

a profound exploration of national identity through

architecture at the UniversidadIberoamericanain

architecture. In his recent work Norten has explored

MexicoCity, where he obtained his first professional

the underlying currents surging through the

degreein 1978. He received his master'sin

international architectural community without

architecture from Cornell University in 1980. Norten

abandoning strong local and cultural affinities.

has taught at UniversidadIberoamericain Mexico

Turning away from the masonrylanguagethat has

City, Southern California Institute of Architecture,

dominated Mexicanarchitecture for more than a

Rice University, and ColumbiaUniversity. He

thousand years, his work embracesa new language

has also been a distinguished visiting professorat

of lighter materials, complex forms, and more daring

Cornell University, O'NealFord Professorat the

techniques. The lightness of Norten's architecture

University of Texasat Austin, the Eliot Noyes

does not come from its relative weight but from

Visiting DesignCritic at HarvardUniversity, and

the maximization of the concept of being light.

the Lorch Professorof Architecture at the University

The enveloping structures of his new large-scale

of Michigan. In 1998 he will be the Miller Professor

buildings, simultaneously roof and fagade, seemto

of Architecture at the University of Pennsylvania.

hover, with no apparent allegiance to gravity.

He is a founding memberof the magazine
Arquitectura and serveson its editorial board.
Norten started his professional practice in Mexico

Severalof the buildings designed by TEN
Arquitectos have been honored with numerous
awardsand publications. Norten was honored with

City as a partner in Albin y Norten in 1981. In

the Architecture Prize of the National Fund for

1986 he founded the firm Taller be Enrique Norten

the Arts, and he also won ProgressiveArchitecture

Arquitectos S.C. (TENArquitectos S.C.) in Mexico

awardsin 1994 and 1995, the RecordHousesAward

City with partner BernardoGomez-Pimienta.

in 1993, and awardsat the Mexican Biennale

International in outlook, Norten has broken with
the pattern established by fellow countryman Luis
Barragan,whose masterly modern works constitute

in 1990, 1992, 1994, and 1996. TENArquitectos
receivedthe Latin American GrandAward at the
BuenosAires Biennale in 1993, and the firm was
invited to participate in the Venice Biennale in
1996. Monographson the work of TENArquitectos
have been published by GustavoGili in 1995
and by KoreanArchitects in 1996.
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Alfred Munkenbeck and Stephen Marshall's minimal shelter consists of a canopy supported by three
slender columns with an infill of woven steel mats on two sides, recalling Mies van der Rohe's spare,
essential forms. The installation incorporates the bridge that spans the eastern reflecting pool of the
Sculpture Garden, creating an assemblage of new and preexisting parts. Opposite, above left and right:
preliminary concept sketches; opposite, below: detail sections; below: view from southwest.
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Christian Schaller; Phillip Smith; Lee Su

Major materiab: parachute fabric; birch plywood; steel; flutes;
Masonite

Consultants: Bruce Gitlin (Milgo Bufkin); Michael J. Theiss,
Patkau Architects

P.E. (Office of James Ruderman LLP, structural engineer)

Design team: John Patkau; Patricia Patkau; Timothy Newton

Major materiab: steel (Milgo Bufkin)

Kennedy & Violich Architecture

Consultants: Fast + Epp Partners (structural engineers);

Acknowledgments: Bruce Gitlin (Milgo Bufkin); Michael J.

Design team: Sheila Kennedy; Frano Violich; Eric Bunge; J. J.

Boelling Smith Design (fabrication)

Theiss, P.E. (Office of James Ruderman, LLP); Dr. Edward M.

Dooley; Markus Froehlin; Scott Murray

Major materiab: Ml Composting Toilet (Clivus Multrum, Inc.);

Brown and Professor Judith Wolin; Mr. David Netto; Dr. Ahmad

Major materials: plaster; drywall; steel mesh

Millennia photovoltaic panels (Solarex); lighting (Novus);

and Parvaneh Tehrani; Mrs. Maria del Pilar de Ponce de Leon

wood (Forest Alliance of British Columbia; MacMillian Bloedel,

Sola and Mr. Angel Ponce de Leon

kuth/ranieri

Ltd.; and HMS Lumber, Inc.); plywood (Snowcap Lumber);

Design team: Byron Kuth; Elizabeth Ranieri; Steven Const;

glass (Tempa Glass); refrigerator (Nova Cool)

Peter Mavridis; Zoe Prellinger; Mikhelle Taylor

Smith-Miller + Hawkinson Architects
Design team: Laurie Hawkinson and Henry Smith-Miller

Major materiab: synthetic industrial felt (Pacific States Felt &

Stanley Saitowitz Office

(design principals); Ferda Kolatan (project architect); Karin

Mfg. Co., Inc.); straight paraffin wax (Dussek and Campbell

Design team: Stanley Saitowitz (principal); Jansen Lum (pro

Taylor (project manager); Wanda Dye; Maria Ibanez de

National Wax Company); lightweight C-clamps

ject manager); Katrine Ostergaard

Sendadiano

Consultants: Michael Gemignani, Paragon Frames (fabrication)

Consultants: Ove Arup and Partners, New York (structural con

Rob Wellington Quigley, FAIA

sultants); R. A. Heintges Architects (curtain wall consultants)

Design team: Rob Wellington Quigley; Jim Darroch

Major materiab: tempered glass (John Depp, Inc.,

Major materiab: wood; steel; plastic
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Architectural Glass Products); blackened-steel structure and

Munkenbeck + Marshall Architects

Acknowledgments: New Line Cinema; Wesley Depp (John Depp,

Design team: Alfred Munkenbeck and Stephen Marshall (design

Inc.); Martin Myers; Phillip Meskin

Consultants: Ray Quigley, Sr. (structural engineer)

glass fittings; marine-grade plywood; black skate-top rubber

WEXNERCENTERFORTHE ARTS

principals); Emma K. Parkes (project architect); Chris Russell
Consultants: Anthony Hunt Associates Ltd. (structural and

TEN Arquitectos with Guy Nordenson

Mockbee/Coker Architects

civil engineers); Flack & Kurtz (consulting engineers); Bruce

Design team: Enrique Norten and Bernardo Gomez-Pimienta

Design team: Coleman Coker; Marc Fugnitto; Samuel Mockbee;

Gitlin, Milgo Bufkin (fine architectural metalwork)

(design principals); Guy Nordenson (engineer); Mark Seligson;

Scott O'Barr; Dan Osborne; Chris Robinson; Brad Smith; Jon

Major materiab: stainless steel (Milgo Bufkin); woven

Francisco Pardo; Julio Amezcua; Catalina Aristizabal

Tate

stainless-steel mesh; aluminum profiled decking; spray-

Consultants: Noah + David Construction (general contractor)

Acknowledgments: Don Estes and Jill Brogdon (Estes Products,

painted aluminum facing; mirrored laminate board;

Major materiab: Glass (John Depp, Inc., Architectural Glass

Memphis, Tennessee); Joe Harris (Greensboro, Alabama);

architectural floodlights

Products); metal (TriPyramid Structures, Inc.)

Jesse James Harris (Colo, Alabama)

Acknowledgments: Bruce Gitlin (Milgo Bufkin)

Acknowledgments: Wesley Depp (John Depp, Inc.); Tim
Eliassen (TriPyramid Structures); Tim Crowley (Noah + David
Construction Corporation)
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